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When asked what traits parents would like 
their children to have now and as adults, one 
of the most common responses is “to be 
responsible.” This is a broad term which 
means many different things, including:

● being dependable so people know 
they can count on you,

● keeping one’s word and agreements

● meeting one’s commitments,

● doing something to the best of one’s 
ability,

● being accountable for one’s 
behavior,

● accepting credit when you do things 
right and acknowledging mistakes,

● being a contributing member of 
one’s family, community and 
society.

Being responsible is a key to children’s 
success both in school and in the larger 
world when they grow up.

Children need their parents to carry out both 
roles. Children are more likely to accept the 
limits you set and are more likely to want to 
meet your expectations (i.e. be responsible) 

when you provide a warm, caring and 
supportive relationship that underlies the 

discipline you impose.

If you have ever wondered if you are being 
either too strict or too lenient, or if you are 
giving your children enough love, then you 
have stumbled upon considerations about the 
two important roles that parents have. Each 
has a part in helping your children become 
responsible.

Nurturing/Caring Role
When you are carrying out the Nurturing/Caring 
Role, you are being kind and loving to your 
children. It is in this role that you listen to your 
children, support them, spend time with them, and 
are affectionate with them.

Structure/Executive Role
When you are fulfilling the responsibilities of the 
Structure/Executive Role, you are setting limits 
and boundaries, imposing discipline, teaching 
your children how they should behave, passing on 
your values, and giving guidance.

The Dual Role 
of Parents



Teaching Self-Regulation

Self-regulation is the ability to control 
behavioral and emotional responses. It’s 
having the skill to calm yourself down  when 
you get upset, to adjust to a change, and 
handle fustrustrations without outbursts.  
It’s a foundational developmental skill. 

Teaching self-regulation takes time and 
practice. Below are some simple ways to 
help your child on a daily basis. 

“The best way to get your child to 
listen to you is to develop a 

meaningful relationship with 
them–without judgements and 

anger!”
-theparentingskill.com

Coping skills are the supports and 
strategies that help children and young 
adults manage tough emotions and deal 
with stress. For kids who are still learning 
how to manage their emotions, learning 
these coping strategies is extra important. 
If we want kids and teens to use healthy 
coping strategies, we have to teach them 
how.

Practicing coping skills is essential. 
Research shows that just teaching these 
strategies once isn’t enough. In order for 
learners to effectively use these skills and 
tools to calm down when they are upset, 
they need to commit them to memory. This 
comes with practice.


